
1.Some small warehouses or retail stores do not have independent loading and unloading areas, and 
   wing van trucks can “stop and go” to complete loading and unloading tasks quickly.
2.When exhibitions, markets or temporary sales activities need to be held, wing van trucks can quickly 
   transport various commodities to the site and start selling in addition to bringing certain economic 
   benefits, wing van trucks are widely used in cross-border transportation or border inspection due to 
   their efficient and rapid loading and unloading capabilities. 
3.This advantage also makes wing van trucks often appear at rescue scenes, completing Rapid 
   transportation of rescue materials, medical equipment and other emergency items.

Wing Van Trailer is a trailer specially designed to transport fast-moving consumer goods, large home 
appliances, and interests that require bulk transportation. 
In addition to its strong carrying and transportation capabilities, the Wing Van Trailer can achieve fast 
loading and unloading on narrow roads or crowded areas in cities and is responsible for logistics 
distribution between or within cities.

SPECIFICATION&DRAWING

CERTIFICATE

FAQ
1.How to operate the wing panel? Is it easy? Does it require special training or tools?
---The wing panels on both sides are all controlled by the hydraulic cylinder on the top of the 
    box. No special training or tools are required, making it easy to operate.

2.What are the maintenance and repair costs?
---The design of the wing van trailer is simple and stable, and the maintenance cost  under 
    normal circumstances is low. We also provide warranty service within one year.

3.What is the payload and capacity?
---The payload of this trailer is 40 tons. If there are special needs, they can be customized 
    according to requirements.

These trailers play a crucial role in the following areas:
1.Logistics and transportation: Due to its structural characteristics, wing van trailer have 
   good safety performance and can ensure the safety of goods and personnel, so they are 
   widely used in various logistics and transportation industries.

2.Warehousing: Because wing van trailers have better space utilization and cargo loading 
  capabilities, they have also been widely used in the field of warehousing.

3.Special vehicles: wing van trailers have good flexibility and adaptability, they are often used 
   for the transportation of special vehicles, such as engineering vehicles, rescue vehicles, etc.

Wing Van Trailer is an innovation in the logistics industry. As a special semi trailer, the biggest feature 
is that it is equipped with unique side panels on both sides. When loading and unloading cargo, the 
wings of the trailer can open like wings, allowing operators to easily load and unload cargo. This new 
design fits the complexity of modern supply chains and the variability of needs, represents the 
cutting-edge technology in the field of modern logistics and transportation, and is the best choice for 
every enterprise seeking excellent transportation solutions.

DETAILS OF TRAILER

Wireless pneumatic hydraulic system

PVC sealant strip

PVC sealing strips are used on the back door 
and the sides of the compartment to ensure 
the absolute sealing of the compartment and 
prevent moisture.

Unique lotus leaf

600mm side wall

The trailer has 600mm removable side walls 
on both sides to meet various transportation 
methods.

Unique hinge design allows the two
 rear doors to be opened 270°

The entire trailer is equipped with a wireless 
remote control system and four double-section 
hydraulic cylinders to ensure quick opening of 
the side wall.

Specification
Body Description (mm)

Chassis

Side Beam

Hydraulic System

Electro-Hydraulic Unit

Hydralic Cylinder

Type

Walking System

Axles 

Suspension 

King Pin 

Landing Leg 

Tyre 

Others

Electrical System

Welding And Painting

12500×2700×4000

Q700 plates with quality sheet for automatic arc welding submerged meta, compatible with body design, one-piece chassis.

140mm channel steel

1 pcs

4 pcs

Type Double-sided wings are opened

13tons*3 pcs

Mechanical Suspension

2.00"or 3.5"; Made of wrought iron, bolt-in type;JOST 

Landing leg 28 tons capacity,80 tons of static capacity.(28 ton landing leg, double speed telescopic, manual uses the 

mechanical bear side landing leg, operated manually).

12R22.5*8 pcs

safety wire rope,3m reflectors, rear marking reflector

24v,7core socket, with brake light, tail light, clearance lght and signal light and reverse light, all lights is LED.(suitable for all 

market)

Submerged arc, automatic sandblast welding in the trailer body, ant-corrosion process before painting primary, spray wax over 

suspension prior to shipment

180° wingspan

Wireless pneumatic 
hydraulic system

600mm side wall

ABS brake system

Integrated trailer lights

Reinforced rear 
anti-collision design

PVC sealant strip

Unique Lotus Leaf


